MEETING OF THE ACADEMIC COMMUNITY OF 3RD FACULTY OF MEDICINE CU

Dear colleagues,

We would like to invite you to the meeting of the academic community of the 3rd Faculty of Medicine, Charles University which will take place on

28. 2. 2018 at 15:15 p.m. in Syllaba lecture hall
3rd Faculty of Medicine, Ruská 87, Praha 10.

On the programme there are presentations of the Dean and the Chairman of the Academic Senate of the 3rd FM CU and a time space for questions of members of the academic community. We look forward to meeting you

Mgr. Marek Vácha, Ph.D.
Chairman of the AS 3rd FM CU

Prof. MUDr. Petr Widimský, DrSc.
Dean of the 3rd FM CU

THIEME – NEW DATABASE INTERFACE FROM 1.3.2018

Thieme Electronic Book Library – new interface of database Thieme from March 1, 2018

On March 1, 2018 will be automatically redirect to the new Thieme interface. The MedOne platform offers easier access to titles, downloading and synchronizing content between your computer and mobile devices. At the same time searching and filtering will be available.

Important:
Existing personal accounts will not migrate. By the end of February you can export your bookmarks and comments from the "My Folder" section by selecting "Export" at the top right (see picture).

AiP as the provider of this e-resource has requested a list of personal accounts for faculties of CU to be able to inform the users directly - if you have a personal account, AiP may also be notified by you.

If you have questions about personal accounts at Thieme, please contact Klara Loukotova – e-mail: klara.loukotova@aip.cz

Mirosława Plecitá, CSI
STUDENT RESEARCH CONFERENCE 2018 – 1ST INFORMATION

Student Scientific Conference of 3rd FM CU will be held on Tuesday, May 22, 2018. The Conference will be similar to last year devided into lectures and poster sections with the majority of the presentations in the form of posters. An independent expert committee will decide on the breakdown of contributions to sections. As part of the poster session will bet he moderated discussion with five-minute competitor’s presentation. The form for abstracts will be opened on March 5, 2018 on faculty webside (svk.lf3.cuni.cz). In order to devide contributions into individual sections, the contributions will be not accepted after the deadline for submitting an abstract which is set on April 8, 2018.

Students who will not submit the abstract by this time, will be not allowed to participate at SRC 2018 and therefore will not get credit for registered SRC!

The actual text of the abstract should not exceed more than 2500 characters (including spaces) to fit on one page of the compilation. You can add a maximum of one attachment (charts, tables, image etc.) to the text.

Please note that the abstract should be submitted by using the electronic form on this page, the abstracts in text forms sent by email will be not accepted.

The author may choose the section (theoretical, clinic, postgraduated, bachelor). Students of PhD study always choose postgraduated section without distinction to clinical and theoretical section. The author may not or may choose a form of presentation that she/he prefers (lecture, resp. poster). However, the final allocation will be decided by the committee which is composed of experienced scientists of our faculty. If there is more than one author per paper, the abstract is served only by the student and the other colleagues are mentioned as co-investigator. After submitting the abstract all authors will receive the confirmation by email. Even after sending the abstract the text can be edited until deadline which is set on April 8, 2018 (23:59). Please fill out the form on the computer not on the tablet (it may not work well).


More info how to create the abstract you can find at http://www.acponline.org/education_recertification/education/program_directors/abstracts/prepare/res_abs.htm.

You can also view the compilators from previous years of conference at https://www.lf3.cuni.cz/3LF-1041.html.

Please send your questions to the address svk@lf3.cuni.cz.

For the organizing Committee of SRC

prof. MUDr. Romana Šlamberová, Ph.D.
Vice-Dean for Postgraduate Studies and Student Research Activities
Coordinator of SRC

UNIVERSITY OF ZURICH SUMMER SCHOOL/SCHOLARSHIPS - ŠVÝCARSKO

Dear Colleagues

We are very pleased to announce some generous scholarships available to your students to take part in our Summer School „How Switzerland got rich“, which takes place 9-20 July 2018.

We have five full tuition fees waivers available, worth 2000 Swiss Francs each, which will be allocated to the first five applicants from our networks and strategic partners. All your other students will receive a tuition fee discounts of 500 Swiss Francs.

The short programme is open to Bachelor and Master students from all subject areas and will provide a historical, economical, political and socio-cultural overview of how Switzerland became the wealthy and globalised nation it is today. The programme includes academic day trips to some of the most important multinational companies and political landmarks.

Application is now open and will close on the 30 April: www.bit.ly/UZHSummerSchool_ApplyOnline.
Please see attached flyer for further information.
Dear colleagues,

I am pleased to inform you that the University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Medicine is organising its first summer school in July 2018. The topic of the summer school is: Summer Schools in Medical Health Care (Cultural Competences, doctor-patient communication, and minority health). The summer school is open for the medical students. Below you can find some basic information. We would be happy to accept your students. We would appreciate if you can forward this message to your students. Thank you.

**SUMMER SCHOOL 2018**

University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Medicine  
Title: Summer School programme in Medical Health Care (Cultural Competences, doctor-patient communication, and minority health)  
Duration: 2.7.2018 - 11.7.2018  
Application deadline: **15.4.2018**  
Application fee: 200€  
Application Programme

**SUMMER SCHOOLS - UNIVERSITY OF ANGERS - FRANCIE**

Dear Partners, Dear Colleagues,

We are happy to announce our Summer Schools 2018. They offer a unique opportunity for students from all over the world to enjoy Science in a beautiful environment! Programs and videos of the previous editions are on our website [www.summerschools.univ-angers.fr](http://www.summerschools.univ-angers.fr)

Please forward this message to your students and anyone who might be interested.

The Summer Schools team

**PRIMARY CARE, VASCULAR, CHILDREN, SIMULATION IN HEALTHCARE, BIOINFORMATICS, PLANT HEALTH & QUALITY**

[summerschools@univ-angers.fr](mailto:summerschools@univ-angers.fr)  
[https://www.facebook.com/summerschoolsinangers/](https://www.facebook.com/summerschoolsinangers/)

p/o  
Prof. Audrey Rousseau  
Project Coordinator

Prof. Nicolas Lerolle  
Dean of the Faculty of Health - University of Angers
Dear Sir/Madam,

on behalf of “The COINS 2018” conference, I am pleased to invite you to the 13th annual student organized international conference of life sciences that will be held on the 28th February– 2nd March in the Life Sciences Center, in Vilnius, Lithuania.

This conference is the brainchild of the Vilnius university’s Life sciences center Students representation, and is organized by students for students. This is a unique opportunity to discuss, learn and share your scientific experience, find new partners and meet key experts. The conference will feature keynote speakers from Lithuania, UK, Israel, Sweden, Portugal and Germany so far. We are proud to announce that this year our conference caught the attention of two Nobel Prize winners: Erwin Neher and Harald zur Hausen, both notorious in the Physiology and Medicine field.

This year the conference will cover such topics as: cancer metastasis, synapse elimination, ion channels, as well as the most relevant scientific innovations, perspectives, and more. “The COINS 2018” also provides an audience for BA, MA students and doctorates to present their research, get constructive criticism and useful advice.

Other parts of the program include:
- A company fair – a great opportunity to find out about Lithuania’s institutes and companies specializing in biosciences.
- An engaging panel discussion.
- Social events such as a Welcome reception and a Closing event which will offer an opportunity to talk in person with the speakers and other guests of the conference, form new connections and relationships.

Feel free to share this event throughout your network, we would very much appreciate it! If you are acquainted with students, please encourage them and your colleagues to participate.

You will also find our conference poster below this letter. We would like to kindly ask you to hang this poster in your institution and help to spread the word about „The COINS 2018“. We appreciate your collaboration!

Find more information on our website: thecoins.eu and Facebook page: www.facebook.com/thecoinsconference/
You can find the registration page here: www.thecoins.eu/registration-form/
If you have any questions, feel free to ask at info@thecoins.eu.

Diana Ikasalaitė
International Conference The COINS 2018
Vilnius University Students’ Representation
Email: info@thecoins.eu

Website: www.vusa.lt; www.thecoins.eu;
Adress: Universiteto g. 3, Vilnius LT-01513, Lithuania